Come Play

by Tracy Bennett

ACROSS
1 Surrealist Salvador who rocked a 'stache
5 Mexican state below California
9 Lowly workers
14 Egg cell
15 Debtor's notes
16 Where to find a missionary man
17 "Spheres of potent ganja resin"
19 Alma ___
20 Blue or green's "temperature"
21 "I sound my barbaric ___ over the roofs of the world": Walt Whitman
23 Prefix meaning "bird"
24 Tiki party cocktail
26 "Divine headwear?"
28 "Bad Dancer" artist who loved 36-Across
29 Baby goat
32 Lofty principles
33 John Philip of many marches
36 "Imagine" artist who loved 28-Across
38 "Doodle dude composed of a line body, line limbs and a circle head"
41 It'll undo your doodle
42 Club version, e.g.
45 Evaluate
48 "Spare the ___ ..."
50 "Dr." whom Forbes named 2015's richest figure in American hip hop
51 "Enjoy a roll in the hay"
53 Irreverently, amusingly sexual
56 When the plane should land: Abbr.
57 ___ the bill (pay)
59 Historical timespans
60 Knocker's unhelpful declaration
62 "Circusy subtitle for the final season of "American Horror Story"
66 Freezing pellets of rain
67 Reap what you sow, literally
68 Enlist for another tour of duty
69 Easily provoked
70 Agile, for an oldster
71 Four-letter film terrier

DOWN
1 Homer's catchphrase
2 "Selma" director DuVernay
3 ___ Jackson, all-woman indie rock band of the 1990s
4 "Whoa, my bod is smokin'!"
5 Mayim of "The Big Bang Theory"
6 Media corp. acquired by Verizon
7 Fireworks time
8 Syria's president
9 High-swept hairstyle favored by rockabilly musicians
10 Bambi's aunt
11 Capital whose winter commuters can skate to work
12 "I will fear ___": Psalm 23
13 Pretty parsley pieces for plating
18 Feathery burlesque accessory
22 Twist until dry
24 ___ Eisley ("Star Wars" space port)
25 12 months in Mexico
27 Type, as of music
30 Types, as of people
31 Take a back seat (to)
34 Guitarist's alternative to nylon
35 What control tower personnel help to ensure
37 "Awakenings" actor Robert De ___
39 Big name in little keyboards
40 Parenthetical indicators about three hyphens long
43 "When we're not here on the internet," for short
44 Marked, as a box on a survey
45 Favoring younger candidates, e.g.
46 Come to terms without a trial
47 Conditions of equilibrium
49 So gorgeous you just have to sigh
52 Removes, as a hat
54 Really annoy
55 Iraqi city (Garden of Eden site, some say)
58 Booby ___ (triggered snare)
61 Encountered
63 ___ on the side of caution
64 Uncloseted ... or a word that can follow both halves of 17-, 26- and 51-across and both title words
65 New Deal program under F.D.R.